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SHEN YUN SHOP

Long has the world been mesmerized by the mystical beauty and wisdom of Chinese culture.

Guided by traditional values and inspired by the beauty of Shen Yun, our artists are transcending time and place to unveil to you designs found upon the belief that when an artist’s heart is pure, his work is blessed by the divine. Join us as we weave five millennia’s worth of traditions and beloved legends into each of our finely crafted pieces. May each design share with you its own unique story, and each gift carry to you our best and warmest wishes.
SCARVES

Luxuriate in our silk scarves. As a garment or as a statement, our scarves are perfect for every occasion.

Celestial Melody — Erhu

Poets of the Orchid Pavilion

In a Miao Village

Celestial Melody — Pipa

From $150
ACCESSORIES

Be bedazzled. Capture a sparkle of pure happiness with our stunning gold or rhodium plated accessories.

SCARF RINGS

Signature — Gold
Signature — Silver
Tang Flower — Gold
Tang Flower — Silver
Phoenix Fairies — Gold
Phoenix Fairies — Silver

From $45
NECKLACES & BROOCHES

Signature Necklace — Gold
Signature Necklace — Silver

Signature Brooch — Gold
Signature Brooch — Silver

MIRRORS

Poets of the Orchid Pavilion

Celestial Melody
2018 Poster
Tang Flower

From $27
From $40
MEN’S

Forever the chivalrous gentleman. Up his charisma, at work and at home, with our finely crafted ties and pocket squares.
TIES

Tang Floral Silk Tie — Gold, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Purple
From £55

POCKET SQUARES

A Manchurian Stroke of Luck — Beige, Purple, Navy

Spirit of the Han Dynasty — Maroon, Green

Ne Zha Churns the Sea
From £45
APPAREL

Female Dancer's Warm Up T-Shirt
Teal / Peach / White Logo
From $29

Male Dancer's Warm Up T-Shirt
Navy / Silver Logo
From $29
STATIONERY

Pens, bookmarks, and notebooks galore. We are always ready to help mark that special place.
BOOKMARKS

- Monkey King
- Elegance of the Yi
- Celestial Melody — Pipa
- Lady of the Moon
- Manchurian Elegance
- Celestial Melody — Erhu

From $12

JOURNALS & POSTCARDS

- Purple
- Blue
- Gold

Postcard Set of 6
From $10
THE MONKEY KING COLLECTION

Home is where the family is.
Share with them, China’s most beloved legend.

A STORYBOOK TO COLOR
THE MONKEY KING
From the Shen Yun Journey to the West series - Volume I

Coloring Story Book
From $25

Monkey King Bookmark
ALBUMS AND MUSIC

Celebrate your love for Shen Yun. Let the beauty of Shen Yun gladden your heart and brighten your day.
HOME DECOR

Relax and set your spirit free.
Enliven your home with a touch of the divine.

Courtyard Elegance — Blue
Courtyard Elegance — Pink
Elegance of the Yi

From $39
PRINTS

Ladies of the Tang Palace

Flower Fairies

Courtyard Elegance

Han Imperial Air

Phoenixes of the Sapphire Paradise